
IMPORTANT NNOTES
DO NOT use this heater immediately below a fixed socket outlet.

DO NOT use this heater in the vicinity of a bath, shower or swimming pool.

CAAUTION!: TThiss hheater mmusst nnot bbe uussed iin cconjuncction wwith aany ttimer, pproggramme oor tthermal ccontrol, oor aany
other ddevicce tthat wwill sswitcch oon tthe aappliancce aautomaticcally, aass aa ffire rrissk mmay ooccccur iif tthe hheater iiss aaccccidental-
ly ccovered oor ddissplacced.

Do not allow the heater to be covered as this may cause overheating. The appliance must not be placed near
curtains or similar material. A clearance space of at least one metre should be allowed in front of the appliance. 

The electrical socket that the appliance uses MUST be easily accessible. Do not route the supply cord directly
in front of the heater unit. If the cord is damaged, it must be replaced by a service agent or competent person.

INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS
The appliance is supplied with a pre-wired three pin plug (13Amp fuse rated) and 1.8 metres of electrical flex. It
is therefore necessary for a suitable electrical socket to be located within this distance of the appliance and be
easily accessible.

This appliance should be positioned on a firm level surface.  If the stove is to be sited in a fire surround then the
suitability of the surround for use with electrical heaters should be established with the fire surround manufac-
turer.
If fitted into an open draught fireplace, it is advisable to blank off the chimney to reduce the risk of draught
through the fire which may cause the safety cut out system in the fan heater to operate.

UNPACKING THE APPLIANCE
Read all the instructions before continuing to unpack or install this appliance. Remove the boxes/bags contain-
ing the logs, immitation ash and instructions from the top of the box and any other loose fittings from around
the heater. When all loose parts have been removed, carefully lift the outer cardboard and printed sleeving from
the appliance. Lift the appliance from the packaging base, take ccare oor sseek aassssisstancce;  TTHIS AAPPLIAANCE IS
HEAAVY. Check that the contents correlate with the component checklist below. Please dispose of all packag-
ing with care at your local recycling centre.

COMPONENT CHECKLIST
QUAANTITY DESCRIPTION

1 Heater
1 Bag of immitation ash
2 Large fibre-glass moulded logs
1 Small fibre-glass moulded log
1 User instruction booklet

ASSEMBLING TTHE FFUEL BBED
1. Ensure the appliance is disconnected from the mains. 
2. Remove the two lid retaining screws located at the top of the back panel by using a No.2 pozi-drive 

screwdriver. Pull back and lift to remove the top panel of the appliance. 
3. Withdraw the protective cardboard by sliding it out, which at this point may be discarded.
4. Scatter the immitation ash evenly over the fuel bed.
5. Refering to Fig1; remove the 3 loose log pieces from all their packaging. Position onto the moulded 

fuel bed by placing the largest (1) on the left hand side with the white area of the log facing down. 
The log will sit snugly into a moulded section of the bed, rotate until the desired appearance is given. 
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APPLIANCE DDATA
Supply Voltage 230V~50Hz Fuse Rating 13 Amp
Heating Elements 2 x 1000W Lighting 1 x 60W BC bulb
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ASSEMBLING TTHE FFUEL BBED (Continued)

Now place the other large log (2) on the right hand side, with its smaller end resting on the other log,
again ensure the white section is facing down. The log should fit snugly into its allocated position. 
Rotate accordingly to give the preferred appearance. Finally place the smallest of the logs (3) in the 
centre between the two large logs, leaving a visual gap through to the flame effect to provide a sense
of depth.

6. Replace the top panel (lid) of the appliance by inserting the front location brackets into the location 
slot at the top of the front panel first, and push the top panel forwards into position.

7. Refit the securing screws in the back panel to secure.

OPERATING THE APPLIANCE
Check that the fan outlet is not covered or obstructed in any way, and ensure the power supply to the fire is
switched on.

The appliance is controlled using four switches, mounted on the side of the appliance. The left switch (OI) con-
trols the main power to the fire and switches on the fuel effect, which can be used independently of heat for
visual effect only. The second switch (*) operates the fan blower without heat, which can be used in the sum-
mer for cool air circulation.The switch marked with a single bar (I) operates the fan heater on the LOW setting
(1kW). The switch marked with two bars (II) operates the fan heater on the HIGH setting (2kW).

To operate the fire, the left switch must be turned on first, followed by the second switch to start the blower, if
required. To obtain heat from the appliance, the I switch must then be operated for LOW (1kW) of heat, fol-
lowed by the II switch for the HIGH setting. It is not possible to obtain heat from the appliance without first
switching on the main power switch (OI) and the fan blower switch (*) in conjunction with either the LOW (I)
or both the LOW and HIGH (II) switches.

SAFETY CUTOUT SYSTEM
This appliance has a safety cutout system fitted which will activate if the air inlets or outlets are obstructed. For
safety reasons the fire will NOT switch on again automatically, the following procedure must be carried out
before the fire can be operated.

NOTE: TThe vvissual eeffecct wwill rremain ooperational iif tthe ccutout iiss aacctivated, oonly tthe ffan hheater iiss pprevented ffrom
workingg.

Switch OFF the appliance at tthe wwall ssoccket oor ooutlet. Leave the fire OFF for a period of not less than 10 min-
utes, ensuring all obstructions are removed. Switch the appliance ON at tthe wwall. Ensure the appliance is turned
ON at the control switches. If the fire fails to operate correctly, repeat the above procedure. If an attempt to
switch on the appliance is made before the safety cutout has reset, the appliance may cutout for a further peri-
od of time. If the sequence has been followed correctly and the appliance still fails to function, check the fuse
in the wall outlet. If this is not the cause, call an electrician or maintenance engineer.

MAINTENANCE
AALWAAYS DDISCONNECT TTHE AAPPLIAANCE FFROM TTHE MMAAINS SSUPPLY BBEFORE UUNDERTAAKING AANY MMAAIN-
TENAANCE.

Excluding lamps and fuses, use only genuine spare parts available from your supplier. Replacement lamps must
be of the same wattage and specification as those stated in Section 3.0 Appliance Data.
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MAINTENANCE ((Continued)
Replacing tthe llight bbulb. 
1. Disconnect the appliance from the mains.
2. Remove the two retaining screws located at the top of the back panel by using a No.2 pozi-drive 

screwdriver. Pull back and lift to remove the top panel of the appliance. 
3. Withdraw the transparent screen, the moulded logs then the moulded fuel bed by unscrewing the 

securing screws on either end and lifting out carefully; pleasse bbe ccareful nnot tto sspill tthe iimmitaaion 
assh  iin tthe wworkinggss oof tthe ffire .. 

4. Remove the light bulb. Note that the bulb has a conventional bayonet fitting. Replace with a new bulb.
A conventional pearl type bulb rated no greater than 60 Watts is suitable.

5. Refit the fuel bed replacing the securing screws at either end. Replace the transparent flame effect 
screen by inserting into the slots on each side of the stove. The textured side of the screen must face
forward in order to provide the best visual effect. Replace the logs as described previously.

6. Replace the top panel of the appliance by inserting the front location brackets into the location slot at 
the top of the front panel, and push forward the top panel forward into position.

7. Refit the securing screws in the back panel to secure.

CLEANING
There is no specific requirement for care of the fire other than a regular cleaning of the general appliance. 

The decorative MDF casing is not removable for cleaning. A wipe with a dry cloth is normally sufficient. DO
NOT use abrasive cleaners as they can damage the finish. Brass and silver parts of the fire may be cleaned
using a appropriate metal polishes. 

SPARES
Refer to Section 3.0 Appliance Data for lamp and fuse specification. Excluding lamps and fuses, use only gen-
uine manufacturers spare parts available from your supplier.
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